EASE your daily connection challenges with our SNK Series smart design

- **End stop**
  Choose between the robust BAM3 end stop and the high BAZH1 for double deck and power blocks. All compatible with label holders.

- **End section**
  Just 3 end sections needed for the entire SNK series range.

- **Screwless jumpers**
  Simplify block inter-connections with the JB… isolated screwless jumper available for 4 to 16 mm² (0 to 4 AWG) terminal blocks.

- **Circuit separator**
  Separate and easily visualize different parts of your assembly with the CS-R1 universal circuit separator.

- **Protective covers**
  Protect and seal an entire terminal assembly with the CO cover or a single terminal block with our PL… cover for live circuit indication.

- **Testing solutions**
  Test assemblies of up to 10 poles with the TC... test connector or simply check the voltage with the TP test adaptor for a test plug diameter of 2 or 4 mm.

- **Shielding connector**
  Ensure the continuity of your shield connection with the SHB… shield connectors providing quick and convenient installation.

Access to a complete marking system choice

- **HTP500**
  Heating Transfer Printer
  High quality marking.
  Fast printing:
  up to 5000 markers per hour.
  Excellent marking durability.

- **AMS500**
  Marking Table
  Standard marking solution.
  Compatible with all kinds of markers.
Easily identify and mark your entire installation

- **Wires and cables**

- **Terminal blocks**
  - ABB terminal blocks
  - Other terminal block manufacturers

- **Electrical devices**
  - Circuit breakers, contactors, relays, motors, sensors and many more

- **Sub-assemblies**
  - Terminal block assemblies
  - Cabinet sub functions such as "lighting", "UPS"

- **Cabinets**
  - Customize your identification plates

Optimize your product's identification

- **Improved marking visibility from any direction**
  - + 20% marking surface: up to 8 digits
  - The asymmetrical design offers the best visibility from any direction

- **User friendly and reliable markers**
  - Quick strip mounting
  - Easy removal of one terminal block from its terminal assembly: markers become independent after strip mounting
  - Markers remain on terminal blocks in any situation (vibrations, shocks etc.)
  - Excellent withstand of the printing with ABB marking system solutions

- **Easy marking operations for moderate use**
  - Marking with Self Adhesive strips printable with desktop printers
  - Universal Marker Holders, installed on terminal blocks, compatible with most of the wire markers available on the market
  - Handwriting for maintenance operations
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Power and productivity for a better world™